
Tuesday  

Reading  (30 mins) 
Reading small groups  
  
First:  
Write in your learning goal: 
I know how headings and subheadings are used in  non-fiction  texts 
  
  
Next: 
See your class roster for your small group time slot and bring along your book report to share with the group and the 
book you chose to use.  
   
  
Then: 
Independent Reading (10 minutes) 
Spend 10 minutes doing Independent Reading. 
Practise your reading goal while you are reading.  
  
 Easier:  https://student.readingeggspress.com/library/book/go_facts_seasons/read/1 
Middle: https://student.readingeggspress.com/library/book/go_facts_the_planets/read/1  
Challenge:  https://student.readingeggspress.com/library/book/brainwaves_dinosaur_dig/read/1 

Writing (30 minutes) 
  
Learning Goal: I can collect and use interesting words in my writing. 
  
First, get a pencil and your writing book. You are going to collect some words from the story that you listen to, then write 
a narrative using some of those interesting words! 
  
Next, listen to Arnie the Doughnut, read by Chris O'Dowd.  
https://storylineonline.net/books/arnie-the-doughnut/ 
  
Then, choose some of the interesting words used in the story from the list below, or choose some of your own from the 
story, and include them in your own narrative. You can add to this narrative over the next few days, but get started today 
and remember to include interesting words. (If you need to, you can ask a grown-up to help you understand a couple of 
them!)  

Interesting words: 
 

glide 
shimmer 

wonderful 
emerged 
peculiar  

delighted 
glimmering 
sheepishly 
handsome 

politely 
whizzed 

moments 
glanced 

completely 
huge 

kindness 

 
  
Easier: Write a narrative using 3 of the interesting words from the story. 
Use the icons to help you remember the important parts of the narrative. 
  
Middle: Write a narrative using 6 of the interesting words from the story. 
Use the icons to help you remember the important parts of the narrative. 
  
Challenge: Write a narrative using 10 of the interesting words from the story. 
Use the icons to help you remember the important parts of the narrative. 
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Maths (30 minutes) 
Features of a 2-D Shape  
  
Learning goal: I know the features of 2D shapes.  
 Yesterday we learnt about the features of 2-D shapes in our small group. We learnt that 2D shapes have sides. Sides are 
the straight lines of the shape that helps us name the shape.  
We also learnt that 2D shapes have corners. Corners are where 2 sides meet to make a point.  
  
First, Open your book to the table you started during the small group session. 
  
Next, build all the shapes you learnt about yesterday with some building materials (popsicle sticks, toothpicks, rulers or 
pencils).  
Alternatively have a go at creating your shapes using this website.  
https://apps.mathlearningcenter.org/geoboard/  (Chrome only) 
  
Then, finish your table by counting the corners and sides of each of the shapes and writing the numbers in your table.  
After that, create a picture using as many shapes you can.   

 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Extension: Find the angles of your shapes.  
Does each shape have a right angle, an angle smaller than a right angle, or an angle bigger than a right angle?  
Challenge: Make a shape with your building materials that have more than 10 sides. Draw/trace your shape in your book.  
Then,  

• List the number of sides  
• List the number of corners.  
• Colour all the right angles red.  
• Colour all the angles smaller than right angles green. 
• Colour all the angles bigger than a right angle blue. 

Play based  (30 minutes) 

Challenge Time! 
  

• Congratulations! You have been hired to design and create a new rollercoaster for an 
amusement park. Take a picture of your design/creation 

• NASA has asked you to build them a new rocket please! Draw a design before you start 
• QANTAS needs a new plane design and they have asked for your ideas! Build them a new 

plane out of anything you have at home 

  
  

Mindfulness 
First, put on this meditation 

Magical Rocking Chair    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YGtDDgOjqFk 
  
Next, Find somewhere to lay and make yourself comfortable. 
Then, think about how you are feeling after the meditation and what zone you are in.  
I felt calm and in the green zone. 
  
  
Feel free to check out the MPPS mindfulness blog if you feel like being extra mindful! 
  
http://mppsmindfulness.global2.vic.edu.au/2020/03/17/welcome-to-the-mpps-mindfulness-blog/ 
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